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Then there are those like Tara Shaw, whose passion for her
work is alive in her Uptown home. “A collector never gets
tired of collecting,” said the antiques dealer and designer,
known for the refined ...
A mix of old and new makes this designer's Uptown home
sleekly sophisticated; see inside
Construction in Sweden could grind to a halt after the
country's biggest cement factory was stripped of its licence to
mine limestone on environmental grounds. The ruling by the
Swedish Supreme ...
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Swedish construction faces "crisis situation" as environmental
court shuts down cement factory
Say 'Scandi interiors' to anyone and an image of clean lines
and neutral colours will appear, but there's much more to the
region's design history than that.
Beyond minimalism: why we should be looking to
Scandinavia for maximalist inspiration
Work could grind to a halt on three-quarters of all housebuilding projects and the construction sector could lose more
than 20 billion Swedish Kronor (SEK) per month. Work on
infrastructure ...
Sweden faces "very serious" economic impacts as
environmental ruling closes cement plant
This infatuation is in no small part to the opulent design by
Swedish architect ... Olivia Hosken Style and Interiors Writer
Olivia Hosken is the Style & Interiors writer for Town &
Country, covering ...
The Pendry West Hollywood is Like a Real-Life Slim Aarons
Photo
The Karlberg Palace built in 1630 was converted into a
military academy in 1792, with the palace park accessible to
the public. Taking inspiration from the historical grounds,
Tham & Videgård ...
Tham & Videgård Wins Competition to Design Mess Building
for Military Academy in Stockholm
Located in the quaint area of Nynäshamn, a 45-minute drive
from Stockholm, this home is set in a train station designed in
1901 by Swedish architect Ferdinand Boberg. A bright-red
roof caps the ...
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A Converted Swedish Train Station With Major Wes
Anderson Vibes Asks $664K
Modern living room ideas and contemporary architecture can
make a style statement while perfectly chiming with its
environment. Success depends on using the right materials
and opting for a sleek ...
Modern living room ideas – 10 trends, designs and layouts for
a contemporary space
One of the biggest complaints about the kind of multi-family
housing that we promote on Treehugger is noise from
neighbors that comes through the walls and ceilings. The
problem can be even worse ...
Ingenious Drywall Screw Cuts Noise Transmission in Half
sofia lagerkvist and anna lindgren of swedish studio front
present seven reflective objects that trace the manifold history
of the mirror. exhibited at galerie kreo in paris, ‘seven stories
...
front traces the manifold history of the mirror at galerie kreo in
paris
The best salons offer a lot more than just straightforward
beauty services. They’re also destinations in their own right,
providing immersive experiences that make their clients want
to return again ...
Undulating Pastel Office Space Captures the Spirit of Hair
Care Brand Maria Nila
It is at this critical juncture that Pune Mirror seeks to play a
catalytic role in spotting and recognising exemplary
individuals, who believe in creating an environment where
leadership can thrive — ...
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Celebrating exemplary vision!
And while purists may scoff, it’s hard to think of anything else
in the class that offers the same mix of clever packaging,
uncluttered interior design ... phase in the Swedish brand’s ...
New Volvo XC40 SUV 2017 review
These newish Hudson Valley and Catskills boutique hotels
offer guests the opportunity to stay in nature in an upscale
cabin; find out where.
That cabin in the woods has just gone upscale: Southeast
New York retreats to check out
Designed by Swedish FKAB Marine, the vessel will be
deployed in West Africa for asphalt transportation
services.The main propulsion of the carrier will include two
electrically driven Schottel ...
Shipbuilding News
Now, a joint-development deal with Swedish retailer ... She
studied interior design at Auburn University and then got a
master’s in architecture from Cranbrook Academy of Art
where her thesis ...
Startup Biomason Makes Biocement Tiles, Retailer H&M
Group Plans To Outfit Its Stores’ Floors With Them
"By using our solutions at The 149th Open and The Senior
Open, they are empowering players and visitors alike to
hydrate in a way that does not harm the environment," said
Bengt Rittri, a leading ...
Major golf championships accelerate sustainability drive with
help from Swedish drinking water company Bluewater
Chalmers University of Technology was founded in 1829 and
named after William Chalmers, a director of the Swedish East
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India Company, who set aside funds in his will to establish an
“industry school ...
Chalmers University of Technology
Not a lot of people know this but Volvo, a Swedish car brand
... development especially in vehicle software and electronic
architecture as the world leaders’ clamor for greener
technology.
China cars can’t be undermined
The new additions include hazelnut mokha cake, Swedish
bun, London fog latte and lemonade and ... Design promise a
‘multi-disciplinary showcase’ of her legacy. A range of
architecture models are on ...
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